
RE: HACSA/Sponsors' proposed apartment complex at the Acorn Park/Oak Patch site to offer permanent housing to 54-60 male 
ex-cons who have graduated their program. This project will also include two full-time parole officers, who can be expected to have 
a normal caseload, adding approximately 100 more parolees periodically coming through this neighborhood for counseling. 

While we applaud the work that Sponsors does in the community, we contend that this particular project is in the wrong location. 
While it admirably houses at-risk individuals, this leaves other vulnerable populations in our community to bear the brunt of the risk. 

Risk of Criminal Harm, Especially to Children, Women, Elderly and Disabled 

According to what Sponsors has told the community, occupants would have histories which could include sexual offenses, 
robbery, drug dealing and other drug-related crime, homicide and murder. They have said there will definitely be sex offenders, 
just not sexual predators. Will the parolees coming through include sexual predators? We do not know yet. 

This is a neighborhood filled with children. Aside from the many schools, the proposed site is bordered on the west by a 
children's playground, two other playgrounds in the apartment complexes and on the east, by a children's gym. Imagine sex 
offenders walking daily by the picture windows where children are engaged in gymnastics. Or sitting in the park bench staring at 
children in the playground. Imagine ex-drug dealers observing the patterns of young people traversing the park or strolling along 
the bike path. In California, siting this project next to the playground would be illegal. 

Moreover, about ten apartment and condominium complexes already crowd Oak Patch on both sides of the street, stretching 
from the bike path winding through what would be 1ih and 131

h to West 181h. There are five schools in the vicinity: McCornack 
Elementary School, Kennedy Middle School, The French Immersion School, Churchill High School, The Quaker School, the National 
Academy for Artistic Gymnastics, two playgrounds, several day care centers and Acorn Park itself with its own playground. Dense 
neighborhoods foster criminality. Adding 60 male ex-cons and near 100 parolees courts catastrophe. 

Oregon rates for return to prison (recidivism) are 20% to 30% over the last three years. Sponsors claims their West University 
project has a 100% success rate but their statistics do not include people they have kicked out for violations! So we do not know 
the actual numbers. 

Sponsors graduates who will be housed, working and monitored for street drugs at this proposed housing project, will probably 
do well, but it would be to expect no crime. Moreover, this is permanent housing, so the key number is lifetime recidivism. 
National five-year rates for re-arrest (not return to prison) are 76%. Note: Oregon rates are lower, but measure Imprisonment, 
not arrest. 

An Alternative That Would Better Serve This Neighborhood 

This proposed complex would take up the last remaining open space, a space now occupied by two houses belonging to a 
beekeeper, two organic gardens and bees. Pesticides have never been used on this land. 

Envision the City of Eugene purchasing the land from HACSA-and developing a Community Center and Public Library extension, 
with ample community garden spaces. This would promote arts, culture and ecology (promote the bee population because It is 
dwindling In recent years: resulting in more food crops), serve the children, and make the neighborhood a safer and better place 
to live. And we would (studies suggest) wind up with less crime, and fewer people in prison. 

Other Issues: Public Utilities and Public Services 

Traffic. The original R-2 application falsely claimed Oak Patch as the main access. But it is Acorn Park Street, a narrow two-way 
street. One can assume at least 50 more cars (including reporting parolees) turning onto 111

h Avenue from Acorn without a traffic 
light. This is an added danger for children crossing Acorn Park Street to the playground in the park. 

Fire Hazard. Oak Patch, from 131
h to 181

h is one of the most densely packed streets in Eugene. Getting rid of the alley/driveway 
on the southern segment of this property and packing in more apartments, fills this area with wood buildings, begging the 
question of fire hazard. 

Sewage. The waste from 60 additional units draining onto Oak Patch may just be the final straw for the sewage system. 

We respectfully submit this to Mayor Kitty Piercy and the City Council and the citizens/residents of lane County. Thank you! 
ACORN PARK COMMUNITY FOR WEll-BEING email: apop.homes@gmail.com 



Acorn Park Neighborhood Petition 

This Petition is to let HACSA and Sponsors Corporations know how we as a community feel in this current situation 
of building a convict living facility between Acorn Park and Oak Patch Rd. at 1420 & 1430 Oak Patch dr. 

What we know is that; 
1.A percentage of sexual criminals that have been convicted will be living there. 
2.Drug related and direct drug ass6ciated convicted criminals will be living there. 
3.Theft related and associated convicted criminals will be living there also. 

It would be wrong to introduce this many convicts into a family orientated neighborhood. 
There is also some minor and major mental issues that come with this life style and way of life. 
This petition is in full acknowledgement of the build and against it entirely for the protection of our wives, children, 
homes and loved ones. 

We as a community are not in acceptance of criminals living in a densely populated family neighborhood. 
In conclusion we as community sign this as one voice and in unison against HACSA and Sponsors Corporations. 
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Acorn Park Neighborhood Petition 
' 

This Petition is to let HACSA and Sponsors Corporations know how we as a community feel in this current situation 
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There is also some minor and major mental issues that come with this life style and way of life. 
This petition is in full acknowledgement of the build and against it entirely for the protection of our wives, children, 
homes and loved ones. · ,. 

We as a community are not in acceptance of criminals living in a densely populatec:Hamily neighborhood. 
In conclusion we as community sign this as one voice and in unison against HACSA and Sponsors Corporations. 
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This Petition is to let HACSA and Sponsors Corporations know how we as a community feel in this current situation 
of building a convict Jiving facility between Acorn Park and Oak Patch Rd. at 1420 & 1430 Oak Patch dr. 

What we know is that; 
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2.Drug related and direct drug associated convicted criminals will be living there. 
3. Theft related and associated convicted criminals will be living there also. 

It would be wrong to introduce this many convicts into a family orientated neighborhood. 
There is also some minor and major mental issues that come with this life style and way of life. 
This petition is in full acknowledgement of the build and against it entirely for the protection of our wives, children, 
homes and loved ones. 
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Acorn Park Neighborhood Peti.tion 

This Petition is to let HACSA and Sponsors Corporations know how we as a community feel in this current situation 
of building a convict living facility between Acorn Park and Oak Patch Rd. at 1420 & 1430 Oak Patch dr. ' 

What we know is that; 
1.A percentage of sexual criminals that have been convicted will be living there. 
2. Drug related and direct drug associated convicted criminals will be living there. 
3. Theft related and associated convicted criminals will be living there also. 

It would be wrong to introduce this many convicts into a family orientated neighborhood. 
There is also some minor and major mental issues that come with this life style and way of life. 
This petition is in full acknowledgement of the build and against it entirely for the protection of our wives, children, 
homes and loved ones. , 
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We as a community are not in acceptance of criminals Jiving in a densely populatedfamily neighborhood. 
In conclusion we as community sign this as one voice and in unison against HACSAand Sponsors Corporations. 
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Acorn Park Neighborhood Petition 

This Petition is to let HACSA and Sponsors Corporations know how we as a community feel in this current situation 
of building a convict living facility between Acorn Park and Oak Patch Rd. at 1420 & 1430 Oak Patch dr. 

What we know is that; 
1.A percentage of sexual criminals that have been convicted will be living there. 
2.Dmg related and direct drug associated convicted criminals will be living there. 
3.Theft related and associated convicted criminals will be living there also. 
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There is also some minor and major mental issues that come with this life style and way of life. 
This petition is in full acknowledgement of the build and against it entirely for the protection of our wives, children, 
homes and loved ones. 

We as a community are not in acceptance of criminals living in a densely populated family neighborhood. 
In conclusion we as community sign this as one voice and in unison against HACSA and Sponsors Corporations. 
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Acorn Park Neighborhood Peti,tion 

This Petition is to let HACSA and Sponsors Corporations know how we as a community feel in this current situation 
of building a convict living facility between Acorn Park and Oak Patch Rd. at 1420 & 1430 Oak Patch dr. 

What we know is that; 
1.A percentage of sexual criminals that have been convicted will be living there. 
2.Dmg related and direct drug associated convicted criminals will be living there. 
3.Theft related and associated convicted criminals will be living there also. 

It would be wrong to introduce this many convicts into a family orientated neighborhood. 
There is also some minor and major mental issues that come with this life style and way of life. 
This petition is in full acknowledgement of the build and against it entirely for the protection of our wives, children, 
homes and loved ones. 

We as a community are not in acceptance of criminals living in a densely populatecffamily neighborhood. 
In conclusion we as community sign this as one voice and in unison against HACSA and Sponsors Corporations. 
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